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Abstract1  evolution is described by the transformation of a single
We describe the physics analogies used in a model of point in state space to another single point. When a mes-
latency in computer communication and protocols. The sage is received or sent, or time passes, the perception of
communication model describes state imprecision as the state of the remote node is adjusted accordingly, in
induced by message latency, and is based on physical each case by moving the current state point in state space
models of particle interaction. Virtual particle effects are (Figure 1).
emulated through the use of conditional messages that
reduce perceived latency while requiring additional v
bandwidth and active sender participation. V

1: Introduction
Figure 1: Point transformation model of state transition

We recently developed a model of latency in communi-
cation, based on analogies from quantum particle interac- As the latency between communicating parties
tion [7]. The model uses principles of state divergence and increases, a point model no longer suffices to describe
convergence of quantum particle interaction models to remote state. Perception of a distant (remote) node is best
describe action-at-a-distance in computer communication. represented as a pdf (probability density function), where
In our model, communication is analogous to a field, the actions of messages are transformations on the pdfs.
packets are analogous tc field quanta, and communicating In the digital domain, these pdfs are effectively gov-
entities (end-nodes) are analogous to particles in the field. erned by the partitions within the state space, which can be
We note that as communication rates and the amount of represented by a set of states, denoting the possible current
latent interaction increase, there is a need to model the states that node may occupy since last heard from. Thus,
intermediate imprecision of state that accompanies we treat message reception, transmission, and time pas-
latency. sage as separate kinds of transformations on these sets

(Figure 2).
2: State imprecision

Particles (or nodes in a network) interact by forming
local perceptions of remote state. Existing communication
protocols (TCP/IP, OSI TP-4, etc.) are based on point per-
ceptions of remote state, which are single-valued. State Transmit Receive Time

Figure 2: Volume transformation model of state transition

I. This reserch wE sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research As time progresses, the state perception necessarily
Projects Agency Umoug t R. Huachuca Contrac No. DABT63-91 -C- becomes less precise, increasing in entropy. When mes-
0001. The views ond conclusion contained in this d ocumet am those of
the athon asd should not be interpreted as representing the ofcial poli- sages are received, the local perception is refined and con-
ces. either expressed or implied, orthe Depment of dhe Army, fe strained, reducing the entropy of the perception. This
Defense Advanced Reseadc Projects Agency, or the U.S. Government. relationship between communication information and

entropy was first noted by John von Neumann [1].
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The effects of time and message reception on state are 4: Sender anticipation and virtual particles
well understood in protocol models. One contribution of
our model is a description of the effects of message emis- Latency induces a 'set' effect to the former 'point'
sion. Sending messages so a remote entity expands the model of state transitions. Message emission increases
local perception of that remote state. The combined effect entropy by increasing the set size of the perception of
of an emitted message and a subsequent received reply remote state; this effect could not be described in the
increases the entropy of the local perception in proportion former 'point' model. High bandwidth*delay products
to the number of bits sent [7]. permit increased message emission, which results in

increased perception entropy. These entropy increases

3: Stability with state imprecision need to be minimized or mitigated.
Emitting a message causes the sender to update its per-

As a system evolves over time, the set of possible states ception of the message receiver; the new perception is the
it can be in also evolves. As time progresses, this state vol- union of two perceptions - the original, denoting the state
urme (A) tends to grow Jarger (A') (Figure 3). Communica- of the receiver before the message is received, and the
tion is an effort to prevent that expansion, and to govern other denoting afterwards (Figure 6). The sender thus
the evolution of state in conjunction with time evolution operates under the dual assumption that a message has
(A") (Figure 3). been received and not yet received, until it has determined •

otherwise via the reception of another message.

At~Z(j6data

Figure 6: Message emission increases perception entropy

communication & At Using the effects of messages to determine the effects
on remote state originated in 'common knowledge' [2]. In

Figure 3: Evolution of state 'common knowledge', global state, global constraints, and
In conventional physical systems, stability is defined as local messages are used to infer remote state. In our

the confinement of state to a region over time (Figure 4). model, local messages and individual remote constraints

Because the volume of the region cannot expand over are used to infer remote state, although in a different way.

time, its entropy is also confined. We additionally require use of state sets, to model the state
imprecision that latency induces.

In physical systems, these multiple paths of execution
A" c A are modelled as virtual paths, also called Feynman paths.

V The net effect of actions on a system is the integral of
At > tmin these paths. We created a digital equivalent of te-e paths,

for the purpose of evaluating a system of inter elated mes-
Figure 4: Conventional stability as state confinement sages. These messages are called guarded messages, and

In our model we needed to express a notion of stability correspond to the effects of virtual paths on the path inte-
ta eurxmodlcweeded thebo sof epes convetional defsbiniti. gral [7].

that exceeded the bounds of the conventional definition. Guarded messages mitigate the effects of message
We define entropic stability as the confinement of the emission as entropy increase. A guarded message is a con-
imprecision of state over time (Figure 5). This allows the ventional message plus a prefix (guard) that denotes some
evolution of a dynamic system to be evaluated as stable if subset of the receiver's state. The receiver accepts the

message only if its current state is indicated by the guard. 0

By partitioning the perception into subsets, and emitting
I A"] :51AI messages to each component with suitable guards, the

VIA"I •IAI overall entropy of the emitted message group can be

At > tmin reduced, as compared to a single message (Figure 7).

Figure 5: Entropic stability



This mechanism for Parallel Communication can be
1 -1-400 implemented as an application-layer abstraction, or can

1 -data m also affect the utilization and management of conventional

AdlM 2sliding-window flow control mechanisms. The result is a
S20 W -branching-windows mechanism, which still requires appli-

X,,/ q0 cation-layer signalling (Figure 9).

REAR FRONT
S3:data

Figure 7: Guarded messages minimize entropy increases -

The guards on the messages transform a single message SLAMK
into a group of messages with a single effect. When such a
set is emitted, only one component is accepted and uti- FRONT
lized, but the dritermination as to which component that
will be is dela,,ed until actual reception. This is analogous
to a real particle becoming a set of virtual particles. When SLACK
one virtual is realized, all others disappear (or are Figure 9: Sliding-windows become branching windows
ignored).

6: Petri Net equivalences of 'multiple futures'
5: Analogies to 'multiple futures'

We also developed a Petri Net equivalent of this mech-
Sending multiple streams of communication permits anism, in which the local perception of a remote partici-

multiple remote futures to be accommodated by the source pant is permitted to have sets of virtual tokens, analogous
of messages in a channel. In a conventional request/ to virtual particles [7]. A virtual token becomes realized
response interaction, a single message is emitted by the when it interacts with a real token (Figure 10).
source, and an entire round trip latency passes before the
next request.

In conventional protocols, the source is prohibited from
reacting nondeterministically. After the initial reply, a set m ess

of next-possible-replies can exist, but is not currently
used. In our model, called Parallel Communication, the
sender converts a tree of possibilities in to a sequence of
messages, each predicated by the state the receiver would Figure 10: Virtual tokens (grey) interact with real (black)
have been in to request it. The result is that the channel is {left figure), resulting in realization (right figure)
completely filled with anticipatory messages, even though The equivalence is based on a transformation of basic-
only some of these messages 'pan out' (Figure8). block-like structures. The basic blocks have single entry

and exit points, and are arranged as alternates in the path

Sa4Ab.yWf,•. _-of a single token (Figure 11). Each basic block can interact
with remote Petri Nets by the reception of 'external'

I =1 S "g eg tokens, and can emit remote message tokens, but cannot
! /accept internal tokens other than at the entry point.

The transformation involves the replication of the sin-
I commurkati gle, real, initial token into a pair of conjugate tokens (Fig-

soe.rs view ure 11). One of each of these pair proceeds down each
basic block, thus permitting an overlap of the states repre-
sented by the alternates. At the exit of the basic blocks, the

.PamIM Coe ItCi, first token to be matched by a remote message is instanti-
C-" -•w VI. ated as a real final token (the 'hat' variables), and creates a

copy token that annihilates the next token emitted from the
alternate block. The structure also prohibits more than one

SParaflle Commw•nco such virtual pair of tokens from passing through the struc-
--ec"-vs svmw ture at a time.

Figure 8: Parallel Communication representations



In addition, the emitted message tokens are guarded by
the requisite state of the system, i.e., the message exists Reque R•clpowe

only if the remote state is as specified. The receipt of mes- F

sages indicating the remote state cause the collapse of the
virtual pair, where the first token matching such a message P" W

is converted into a real token, and the other token is anni-
hilated upon exit. STATE

&L R w-it R Anil. BW

A~ br

VIRTUAL ILh AAL
FILIER

USER
A MEETj WORKSTATION

) I AM Requcst Response

Figure 11: Petri Net transformation for virtual token pairs Figure 12: Thefilter and pump mechanisms

The existence of a virtual pair of tokens is indicated by 8: A reverse analogy seeking equivalence
the structure of the transformation, and the requirement
that of the basic blocks. By construction, only one of the During the development of the mechanism of Figure 9
pair ever is instantiated as a final, real token, and interac- for CPU-memory opcode retrieval, we noted the need for
tion with the pair regulates this 'collapse'. an extension to the conventional 'multiple worlds' meta-

phor.

7: A mechanism for virtual state management 'Multiple worlds' is equivalent to branching of the state
space structure, denoting parallel equivalent states. When

From this model, we developed a mechanism to emu- a single state becomes realized, the other states corre-
late the expansion of remote state into a set of possible sponding to the same point on the timeline disappear, or
states, and the collapses indicated by communication. We collapse into the single real state.
note that a model is not a mechanism, this mechanism is a We observed the need for recursive state expansion.
granularity-equivalent realization of the model, as an State sequences not only bifurcate, but they recurse. This
example of the utility of the model. recursion may be the equivalent of some quantum process

The mechanism has two main components, a filter and that we are unaware of.
a pump (Figure 12) [6]. The mechanism communicates In particular, consider a state sequence that goes into
among any time-separated request/response pair. substructures then splits a few times (Figure 13).

The pump manages the model of remote state as a set of . A
messages, and implements the state expansion and col-
lapse of Figure 2. The converger manages state collapse
due to message reception, and the diverger manages state
expansion due to time evolution and message emission at
the sender.

Thefilter manages the reception of only those messages
whose guard matches the current state of the receiver. It
also manages the eventual collapse of the state, by emit- _
ting messages that more precisely specify the receiver's 0
current state. Such messages occur after decision points in
the receiver's execution of the message stream.

This mechanism can be used in any request/response
interaction across a latent channel. It was first developed a
model [7), and has been applied to CPU-memory opcode
retrieval [6], and client/server remote file systems [8].

Figure 13: Substructure tree, and its 'collapse'
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Figure 14: TreeStack 'collapse' implementation (June 1990).
9: Other analogies [6] Touch, Joseph D., and Farber, David J.. An Active Instruc-

tion Decoding Processor-Memory Interface, patent
Although there are additional analogies between New- applied for, Univ. of Pennsylvania. (Sept. 1991).

tonian physics and telecommunications [5], there are also [7) Touch. Joseph D.. Mirage: A Modelfor Latency in Commu-
others involving quantum interactions which have not yet nication. Ph.D. dissertation, Dept. of Computer and Infor-
been exploited. mation Science. Univ. of Pennsylvania, (1992). Also

There is an analogy between uncertainty and bit-latency available as Dept. of CIS Tech. Report MS-CIS-92-42 /
(bandwidth*delay product) in communication networks. DSL- 11.
Uncertainty is characterized by units of action, i.e., 18] Touch. Joseph D., "Parallel Communication." submitted to
energy *time or work*time. In communication, this is just IEEE Infocom '93.
bits*time. Actions share a property with bit-latency, that
of observer invariance [3]. Bit-latency describes a mini-
mum insurmountable information separation between two
remote entities.

10: Conclusions

We have developed a model of latency in communica-
tion based on analogies from physics, notably from quan-
tum interactions. These analogies indicated characteristics
of latency-limited communication, and mechanisms to cir-
cumnavigate such limitations.

The application of physics to solve communications
problems is well understood; here we instead apply the
conceptual analogies to solve abstract problems, rather
than to address implementation issues. The notion that
communication is linked to physical interaction is extrapo-
lated to apply to communicative interaction. We believe
these analogies have further potential.


